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When all the world is rushed, at midnight,
Often I hear a wondrous sound.
'Tis like a song my mother taught me,
brings comfort, love and peace profound.

This poem speaks to the story we just heard. There is a strong movement of waters and wind and fear, and
still, there is a calling of a voice bringing about peace.

The Gospel reading this morning emphasizes the contrast between Jesus praying alone on the mountain, the
traditional place of encounter with God, and the disciples, sailing across the lake in a storm in the middle of
the night. This contrast is important because to encounter God "in the mountain," in calmness and quietness,
seems to be natural. But to encounter God "in the midst of the storm" is more difficult.

The description of the storm battering waves with the boat far from land and the wind unfavourable,
symbolizes the insecurity and disturbance that the communities of the first century were facing. The disciples
represent the church. This story as many other stories in the Gospels and in the Bible, has symbolic character.
Remember, the Gospel of Matthew was written after 80 years after Christ. That means more then 50 years
after the death and resurrection of Jesus. Some of the stories didn't happen exactly as they are written. And
some of them might not have happened at all. They were either collected from the common memory, or
developed by the communities themselves in order to teach who was Jesus, and which were the important
values they wanted to affirm and to preserve. So, the story we heard this morning is a metaphor that speaks of
the disturbances and instabilities we face as individuals and as community of faith.

Some of us might have learned that if we have faith, if we are connected to God through prayer, we will be
protected against the disturbances and instabilities of life. But that is not always true. Life has its own
dynamics. Some are favorable to us making us joyful and fulfilled. Some are unfavorable and crash against us.
Sometimes our experience is affirmative of who we are, the way we think and live. Sometimes it is disruptive,
going against our concepts, perceptions, ways of viewing things. Sometimes we feel accepted, sometimes
rejected. We experience beauty and happiness one day; and pain and suffering in the following day. We get
sick, we loose people we love. This week two people of our community lost their mothers: Priscilla Singh and
Lucy D'Aeth. I remember when my mother died I felt uprooted. From one moment to the next, I had no roots
any longer.

Emptiness, loneliness, fear, anguish; courage, fellowship, connectedness, pleasure. All these are part of our
experience, again and again. Isn't it in the tension that growth happens? To grow mature, to grow wise, to
grow in love, comprehension, forgiveness, justice, to grow in faith are not easy processes. Many times, they
include the experience of 'sinking,' to use the symbolism of the story.

Are you experiencing any process of 'sinking'? What is pushing you down? Doubts, fear, anguish, lack of
options, unclearness, death, illness, pain, lack of perspective, uselessness, impatience, inadequacy?

The disciples were afraid and thought they were seeing a ghost. Jesus approaches and invites them, through
Peter, for the adventure of walking on the waters. Walking on the waters is a metaphor for all that keep us
from sinking. But more then that, it points to all those possibilities of finding excitement and fulfillment in life
even when we recognize there is a great danger underneath.

What brings you excitement, fulfillment, joy? What helps you to find meaning in life, in words, in someone?
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What rescue you from sadness, loneliness and pain? What is meaningful in the life you share with others in
this community? Where resides your strength?

We are all like Peter. We jump on the waters and walk on them knowing where we are going. Then suddenly
we doubt, we fear, we start sinking. But then there is a voice, a hand, a song perhaps that pushes us up and
places us at the surface again. Sometimes we believe so strongly that nothing can stop us. Sometimes our faith
is so little that we need help. I mean, faith in ourselves, faith in others, faith in God. We all live in this
dynamic of going down and coming up. What we need to remember is that wherever we are, God is with us.
Many times, just being there, many times, saving us, even if we don't see it.

At the beginning of this worship we asked whether walking on the waters is a matter of faith? Yes. But
sinking also is. To have faith is not synonym with remaining in the surface. It is to hold in our hearts and
minds the remembrance that God is with us. It is to know that we encounter God (or we are encountered by
her) either in the calmness of a mountain or in the stormy waters of a sea. Either in moments of peace or in
moments of chaos. To have faith is to hold the hand offered to us in a moment of difficulty. It is also to offer
our hand to the other who is in need. It is to hear the voice calling us and respond to it.

I finish with a poem Morgan Gould used in his thesis. I am not sure if it is his or somebody else's.

When all the world is rushed, at midnight,
Often I hear a wondrous sound.
'Tis like a song my mother taught me,
brings comfort, love and peace profound.

My heart is cleansed of all sorrows
By blessed tears none sees me weep
And all my aimless, listless longings
And all my fears are lulled to sleep.

As if life's Springtime were returning,
Leaps in my heart a newfound zest:
Youth's keenest radiance, light my spirit,
And music wells within my breast.

This gentle sound I hear so often,
Never reveals all its sense to me.
Yet I believe, at time I know it,
And it is Childhood's melody.
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